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If you have any difficulties with this post, please contact me.
NOTE: Remember to verify the sum of the elements, to make
sure you included all the required information. (\Omega)}$ is a
homotopy equivalence. Since
$\pi_n(\operatorname{GL}_n(\F)) = \Z$, we are done. The
homomorphism $\pi_*$ has, up to a sign, the same description
for arbitrary Lie algebras over fields which are algebraically
closed or non-Archimedean. We can conclude this section by
the non-orientable results. \[thm.not\_ni\] Let $n = 2$ or $n
\geq 3$ be an integer. Then, for $G = O_n$, $SO_n$, $SU_n$
or $Sp_n$, we have $$\pi_*(G)\otimes \Z_2 \simeq
\begin{cases} \Z/2, & \text{ if } n \text{ is even } \\ \Z, &
\text{ if } n \text{ is odd }. \end{cases}$$ The proof is nearly
identical to the proof of Theorem \[thm.not\_ni\_O\], and we
leave it to the reader. Ismaël Cisse Ismaël Cisse (born 3 April
1987) is a Mauritian footballer who plays as a midfielder. Club
career Cisse is a product of the Sporting Club Mauritius youth
ranks and joined the senior team in 2006, where he plays
mainly as a winger. He was part of Mauritian youth teams
between 2003 and 2006. International career Ismaël Cisse
made his debut for the Mauritius in an August 2007 friendly
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match against Guinea and earned his first cap in a 3-0 win over
the same opponents at the Independence Stadium on 4 August
2007. International goals Scores and results list Mauritius' goal
tally first. References External links Category:1987 births
Category:Living people Category:Mauritian footballers
Category:Mauritius international footballers Category:Sporting
Club Mauritius players Category:Association football
midfielders Category:Mauritian League players Category:Expat
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user visits their profile in the main site page they are presented with a 404 "not found" page. The URL in question is
/users/415. I'm not sure if this is by design or an unintended consequence, but it's frustrating (especially when you have deep
posts like this one). A: This is mostly a bug (even if I have no idea how this is possible because I didn't find any doc). You can
fix this by refreshing the page (or use another user), because your user shows the currently logged in user (or a different one if
you're using it with a cookie). Q: How to disable a specific preview pane in Plone I want to disable the "create new" preview
pannel in a specific template. I can do this with the global config, but I would like to do this in a specific template only. Is it
possible with the current plone release? A: It seems that the only way to do this is to set the "preview_pane" config in the
template. I have now added a feature request to the Plone forum. Q: Why are airport radio channels so noisy? Most (if not all)
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airports have a multitude of radio/radar controlled equipment (e.g., CTAF transponders, ASOS transponders, TAWS/IAP
transponders, ETOPS/ETAR transponders, ATC ground communication, etc.) The radio channels are very frequently in "shout
mode", with the ground talker continuously repeating the same message without any possibility to hear/speak back. Why are
the channels so noisy and (dis)respectful of international flights, passengers and crew? Is there any way to make it more
pleasant to listen? A: I would say two reasons why 3e33713323
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